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Session Overview
1. Introduction to UBI: Theory and Application

2. Introduction to Voice Thread

3. Examples of Voice Thread Online Lessons with UBI sequenced activities.

● Beginning Chinese Course

● Intermediate Spanish Course



A stubbornly monolingual nation



Disheartening statistics: 
● less than 10% of Americans speak a foreign language; 

● only 18% of K-12 students study a language and for an average 

of only 2 years; 

● just 8% of college students study a foreign language; 

● only 1% of college students graduate with a language minor. 



After 4 years of instruction only 6%of high school 

students achieve Intermediate Mid Level of Speaking 

Proficiency, with the majority not crossing the threshold 

between Novice and Intermediate levels   



“It isn’t that people don’t think language education 

important. It’s that they don’t think it’s possible.” 

(Richard Brecht, Director for Advanced Study of 

Language at the University of Maryland and one of 

the leaders in the field)



Teaching Languages at Lewis University 
● Foreign language is an elective subject

● Many students choose to study languages they did not 

study at school

● Most students can afford time to study the language  of 

their choice for no more than 1 semester or a year



What is UBI (Usage Based Instruction)?

UBI is a time-efficient approach to prepare learners to orally 

communicate in a foreign language with basic level of fluency 



What is in the name?



What should you know about usage-based theory?



Usage-Based Theory: Rules  do not Rule 



Constructions in the mind

Good +part of 

the day

Noun + morpheme 

-s

Table +s 

or Tables 

Wonderful!
I amsimply 

amazed! 



How is language acquired: 



Strong association is established



Label-meaning relationship  gets memorized 



The speaker begins to produce speech 



Frequency of use is the main factor 





The UBI instructional sequence 
1. Modeling 

2. Focused input 

3. Forced-choice output 

4. Scaffolded output

5. Guided practice 

6. Recycling 



Watch and listen as these people say what 
languages  they speak



Relentless review and recycling 



What is Voice Thread?
VoiceThread is a cloud application, so there is no software to install. The only system 
requirement is an up-to-date version of Adobe Flash.

Creating

Upload, share and discuss documents, presentations, images, audio files and videos.

Commenting

Comment on VoiceThread slides using one of five commenting options: microphone, webcam, text, phone, and audio-file 
upload.

Sharing

Keep a VoiceThread private, share it with specific people, or open it up to the entire world.



Commenting options on Voice Thread



Example of a Voice Thread Online Lesson with UBI sequenced activities

Course: First year Chinese 1 

Semester: Spring 2018

Topic: Talking about your nationality (week 3) 



Learning names of different countries

Listen carefully as I say and circle the 

names of these countries one by one:

Modeling 



Listen to how the people in the picture say which 

country they live or don’t live in 

Modeling 



Names of different countries

I will say the names of two countries.  Tell me which two I say by 

posting a text comment with the two numbers

1. China

2. America

3. England

4. Spain

5. Korea

6. Japan

7. Taiwan

Input  



I will circle and say the names of  two 

countries, record/repeat the one you would 

rather go to (do not say both words)

Forced choice output 



Record/Say the names of these countries one by one

1. China

2. America

3. England

4. Spain

5. Korea

6. Japan

7. Taiwan

Output  



Record three sentences.

1. Say which country you actually live in.

2. Name two countries you really want to 

visit. ( I want to go to..) 
Scaffolded 

output 



Online Chinese Courses

1. Asychronized, three due days each week

2. Voice Thread as a major learning/teaching venue.

3. Other course activities and requirements:
➢ Monthly speaking projects (Voice Thread, Adobe Spark Video) 

➢ Discussion Board (reflection, commenting on a short video, commenting on certain areas of Chinese 

culture from reading an article/news etc)

➢ Cultural Report ( movie, book, documentary)

➢ Collaborating with Partners: Role-play, dialogue (both scripted and unrehearsed), recorded sessions on 

Collaborate

➢ Individual online meetings with instructor for oral assessment



UBI in intermediate courses

What they can
•Produce 2L sounds

•Know basic syntax structure

What they need
•Produce longer utterances

•Work at the paragraph level

•Begin to create with the 

language



UBI in intermediate courses



UBI in intermediate courses



Modeling

“Listen, read, visualize”->Form 

connections

Focused Input

“Initial memorization”

->Strengthen 

connection



Forced choice output
“Decide and produce meaningfully”

->Connect mind and 

muscle

Scaffolded output
“Produce meaningful utterances using 

clues”

->Focused practice



Guided Practice

“Use the language for their own purposes. i.e. 

answer questions, narrate, describe”

->Integration



Recycling



Audiovisual support

Using authentic and prepared 

materials from the internet.

Reading scaffolding

Facilitating the materials: glossaries, 

translations, explanations (scaffolding principle)



Thank you!


